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Boarding Patrol: Adeptus
Custodes miniatures set
Price 93.56 Euro €

Availability No Longer Available Online

Shipping time from 1 to 10 days

Number 71-01

Producer code 99120108096

EAN 5011921210138

Manufacturer Games Workshop

Product description

Boarding Patrol: Adeptus Custodes
miniatures set
The Adeptus Custodes are demigods of war, engineered to defend the Emperor to their last breath. In this dark and dangerous
age, that mission compels them away from Holy Terra and out into the stars, even on board desolate space hulks to purge
them of any threat to their distant master. Each of these indomitable figures is a living legend, boasting skills beyond any foe
of the Golden Throne.

Boarding Patrol: Adeptus Custodes provides an elite force of gold-clad warriors, perfectly suited to sundering foes in games of
Warhammer 40,000 – especially in the dense and deadly Boarding Action missions detailed in the Arks of Omen series – and
will save you money compared to buying the kits individually.

Lead your force with Captain-General Trajann Valoris – claimed to be the greatest warrior to hold this esteemed title since the
Emperor strode the stars. Beside him are three Allarus Custodians, who dominate gangways with guardian spears or castellan
axes that can decapitate even the biggest foes, as well as five Custodian Guard, wielding a variety of deadly weaponry and
clad in only the finest wargear.

This set includes the following:
- 1x Captain-General Trajann Valoris
- 3x Allarus Custodians, two of which can alternatively be built as a Shield-Captain or Vexilus Praetor in Allarus Terminator
Armour
- 5x Custodian Guard, two of which can alternatively be built as a Shield-Captain or Vexilus Praetor

This box can be used to assemble a variety of units – the recommended build for Boarding Action games is Trajann Valoris,
two Allarus Custodians split into squads of one model each, and three Custodian Guards.

All models are supplied with their appropriate bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly – we
recommend using Citadel Plastic Glue and Citadel Colour paints.

Rules for playing Boarding Action games of Warhammer 40,000 can be found in the Arks of Omen: Abaddon supplement.  
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